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Our 2020 Vision: The Road to Renewal is a focus on 

positive change that transforms our communities 

to mend “broken Britain”.  Since March 2000 we 

have been building a team of people who, daily 

inspired in their work, seek consistently to give 

excellent service to our customers.  This energises 

our residents, business partners and the wider 

community and helps us all find a sense of purpose, 

hope and fulfilment.  As we change, transformation 

occurs and a brighter future becomes reality.
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 Treating people fairly
We are committed to eliminating discrimination 
and promoting good relations and equal 
opportunities for all people who use our 
services, live in the local community or are 
employed by us.   

We aim to treat customers fairly, regardless of 
their individual needs and circumstances.  

We have worked with customers to develop 
our Equality Scheme.  The aim of our Equality 
Scheme is to set out how we will work with 
customers to review all of our policies and 
procedures and to ensure they result in 
services which are fair and open to everyone.  

For a copy of our Equality Scheme please 
visit our website at www.luminus.org.uk, call 
our Customer Services Team on  
01480 428724 or collect one from our offices.
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Customer services
• We will treat all people fairly, courteously 
 and professionally
• We will ensure that our offices are 
 accessible to everyone, including people 
 with a disability
• We will take into account the individual 
 needs of our customers and make 
 sure that all our communications can 
 be understood by everyone

 This includes providing documents in 
 different formats, such as large print, 
 braille, audio, and in languages other than 
 English.  If you need a document in one 
 of these formats call our Communications, 
 Marketing and PR team on  
 01480 428709

• Our website will be accessible to everyone
• We will use interpreters to assist people 
 with specific needs and preferences, for 
 example, using other languages and British 
 Sign Language
• Where this is your preference we will 
 communicate with you via textphone 
 (minicom) operators
• We will take into account your individual 
 needs when booking appointments, 
 including visits to carry out repairs or 
 improve your home
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• Our Tenant Liaison Officer will assist 
 people who are vulnerable, or who have 
 specific needs during planned 
 maintenance works
• Our staff will be trained in equality and 
 diversity and customer service.  This 
 will ensure that the people you deal with 
 at Luminus appreciate the diversity of 
 our communities and respect people as 
 individuals
• We will take firm action against any 
 member of staff or contractor who does 
 not meet our high standards in relation to 
 equality and diversity and customer 
 service.

Understanding our customers and the local community
• We will carry out research to find out 
 who lives in our community and the type of 
 services they require
• We will ask all new tenants about their 
 requirements by asking them to complete 
 a ‘Customer Needs Survey’, and use this 
 information when deciding how to deliver 
 services to them in the future
• From time to time we will carry out 
 additional surveys to ask people about 
 their needs and preferences for accessing 
 our services
• We will work with other local organisations 
 to find out more about who lives in our 
 community.  This will help to ensure that 
 our services are meeting the needs of the 
 community. 
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Housing services Letting homes
• We will monitor our lettings service to 
 make sure that everyone has fair and equal 
 access to our homes
• We will provide extra help to people who 
 find it more difficult than others to bid for 
 homes
• We will offer help to people who need it 
 in understanding the terms and conditions 
 of their tenancy.  This will include offering 
 people a pictorial tenancy agreement
• When we make an offer of accommodation 
 we will find out if any extra help will be 
 needed in running a home, paying rent or 
 in any other tenancy-related matter.  Where 
 support is required we will put tenants in 
 touch with our Tenancy Support Service.

Dealing with discrimination and harassment
• We will not tolerate any type of discrimination 
 or harassment.  We will take firm action to 
 prevent and tackle discrimination
• We will support people who report incidents 
 of harassment and discrimination and 
 work with victims to bring about a satisfactory 
 outcome.  This may include working with 
 other organisations and enforcing tenancy 
 conditions on anti social neighbours
• We will work in local neighbourhoods to 
 promote good relations between different 
 groups of people
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• Our staff will be trained to take reports for 
 Huntingdonshire’s Open Out scheme.  

 Open Out is run by a partnership of 
 different local organisations and provides 
 a confidential reporting service to people 
 who are victims or witnesses of ‘hate 
 crime’.  People making a report can 
 receive help in many different ways to help 
 them sort out the problem.  This help can 
 be provided by one or more organisations, 
 for example Luminus, schools, the youth 
 service etc.  

• If you wish to make a confidential report 
 to our staff about hate crime, call our 
 general enquiries line on 01480 428777, 
 call into our offices at Brook House or 
 attend one of our monthly surgeries.  
 (Details of our surgeries can be found 
 on our website and in our Service Standard 
 leaflet ‘Customer Service’).  If you would 
 prefer to contact the Open Out Scheme 
 direct, call 01480 388262. 
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Repairs and maintenance services
• Our tradesmen and contractors carrying 
 out work on our behalf will show respect at 
 all times and will aim to deliver a service 
 which is appropriate to the needs and 
 preferences of all our customers
• We will provide advice and assistance 
 to people who request aids and disabled 
 adaptations to their home.  This may 
 include carrying out certain types of 
 work or advising people how to apply for 
 assistance from the Home Improvement 
 Agency.  More information can be found 
 in our Service Standard leaflet ‘Aids 
 and Adaptations’.  For your copy go to 
 our website www.luminus.org.uk, call us 
 on 01480 428777, or collect one from our 
 offices.

Resident involvement
• We will encourage all our customers to get 
 involved and have their say on the types of 
 services we provide, or should provide. 
 We would particularly like to hear from 
 young people
• We will provide many different opportunities 
 and methods for getting involved.  More 
 information can be found in our Service 
 Standard leaflet ‘Getting Involved’.  For your 
 copy go to our website www.luminus.org.uk, 
 call us on 01480 428777 or collect one from 
 our offices
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Giving us your views
• We will carry out surveys to find out how 
 satisfied you are with our services.  On all 
 our surveys we will ask people about their 
 background.  We will use this information 
 to make sure that everyone is receiving the 
 same high standard of service, regardless 
 of their circumstances
• We will encourage people from different 
 backgrounds to get involved in our 
 ‘Equality Impact Assessments’.  This is 
 where we work with customers to review 
 all our services, as set out in our Equality 
 Scheme

Luminus as an Employer
• We aim to have a workforce that reflects 
 the local population
• We will advertise jobs in a range of 
 locations to encourage more people to 
 apply 
• We will consider all job applications fairly 
 and make decisions about employing 
 people according to their merits and 
 abilities as required for the job
• We will deal promptly and appropriately 
 with allegations of discrimination, 
 harassment or victimisation
• We will provide an open and supportive 
 environment where all employees have the 
 opportunity to reach their full potential
• We will make sure that people who work 
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 with us, such as contractors, are aware of 
 our commitment to equality and diversity.

Performance Monitoring
We will continuously monitor our performance 
to make sure our services and employment 
practices do not discriminate against 
anyone, regardless of their background and 
circumstances.  Our performance is reported 
monthly to senior managers and quarterly to 
our Board.

We have set the following performance 
targets: 
Customer satisfaction 
We will aim to ensure that the levels of 
satisfaction with our services, as expressed 
by people from under-represented groups, 
are not different from the levels of satisfaction 
expressed by all of our customers.  We 
will ensure that where people express 
dissatisfaction with our services, we check to 
identify whether their dissatisfaction is related 
to their background or circumstances.  

By ‘under-represented’ groups we mean, for 
example, people from a black and minority 
ethnic group (those who do not consider 
themselves to ‘white British’), people with 
a disability, people whose households are 
headed by a woman. 
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Dealing with racist incidents and other types 
of anti-social behaviour
We have set timescales for dealing with 
racist incidents and other types of anti-social 
behaviour, including the removal of racist 
and offensive graffiti.  We aim to respond to 
serious hate crime and harassment cases 
within six hours of being informed. 

We aim to remove racist and offensive graffiti 
within 24 hours. 

We also measure the levels of satisfaction 
among people who have reported an incident.  
We aim for 88% satisfaction with the way 
issues have been dealt with. 

Lettings to households made up of people 
who do not consider themselves to be ‘white 
British’ (black and minority ethnic groups)
We will ensure that the people we let homes 
to are representative of the wider population 
of Huntingdonshire.  We have set a basic 
target of 2.85% for letting homes to people 
from black and minority ethnic groups.  This 
target is based on the proportion of the 
population of Huntingdonshire who reported 
themselves to be members of these groups in 
the last population census in 2001.  However 
we acknowledge that the proportion of 
people from these groups is now likely to 
be higher than 2.85% and we will therefore 
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aim to match or exceed the proportion of 
annual lettings to people from these groups 
as made by other social landlords across 
Huntingdonshire.

Tenant involvement
To test whether our Tenant Conferences 
meetings are ‘open to all’ we measure the 
proportion of people from black and minority 
ethnic groups who attend them.  Our current 
target is 3.8%.  We also aim to ensure that 
people from this group feel they have the 
opportunity to express their views and 
opinions at the meetings, in at least the same 
proportion as other people who attend.

Our contractors and other suppliers of goods 
and services to Luminus
We will ensure that 100% of all companies 
which provide goods and services to 
Luminus, including contractors carrying 
works out on our behalf, meet our standards 
in terms of equality and diversity.  Before any 
contractor or supplier can join our ‘approved 
list’, we check to make sure they have a 
suitable Equality and Diversity Policy in 
place, and that they provide training to their 
staff.  We will provide assistance to smaller 
companies to help them comply.
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Board membership
It is important that our Boards truly represent 
our local community.  This is to make sure the 
decisions they make reflect the needs and 
aspirations of our customers.  We therefore 
aim to ensure that Board members are from 
diverse and under-represented groups, for 
example, including women and people with 
a disability.  We will make sure that at least 
2.85% of Board members are from black and 
minority ethnic groups.

Staffing
It is important that we have a diverse 
workforce.  This will ensure our working 
environment and approach to customer 
service is focused on understanding and 
respecting diversity.  We also want to make 
sure that as an employer we are not putting 
up any barriers to people who wish to work 
for us. 

We aim to employ at least the same 
proportion of black and minority ethnic people 
as there are in our local community. 

We therefore measure the numbers of people 
from under-represented groups who apply for 
our jobs and those who are successful. 
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We also measure the number of people who 
leave Luminus, to ensure that there is not 
a higher proportion of leavers from under-
represented groups than for all employees. 

Where people leave Luminus we always carry 
out an ‘exit interview’.  This gives people 
the opportunity to express any concerns 
they may have around issues such as career 
development and discrimination.  
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Your feedback is important to us.  If you feel that Luminus services 
are not meeting the standard we have set out in this leaflet, please 
contact our Customer Services Team by either:
 

Calling • 01480 428333 
Calling any other Luminus number, where • 
you will be put through to our Customer 
Services Team
Coming in person to our offices at  • 
Brook House 
Completing an ‘Online feedback’ form • 
which you can access through our website 
at www.luminus.org.uk
Putting your issue in writing to us at • 
Luminus Group, Brook House, 
 Ouse Walk, Huntingdon, PE29 3QW 
Completing a Comments, Compliments • 
and Complaints form – available to down-
load from our website or by requesting one 
by phone, or in person

 
More information on how to get in touch with 
us and make a comment about our services 
can be found in our ‘Customer Service’ Service 
Standard.

 
We will work with customers to review our 
Service Standards each year, to ensure we 
continue to meet them and to look at how 
we can improve services for the future.  If 
you would like to be involved in reviewing our 
Service Standards please call our Performance 
Review Officer on 01480 428728.



Luminus Group • Brook House • Ouse Walk • Huntingdon • PE29 3QW  
T: 01480 428777 • F: 01480 428555 • info@luminus.org.uk • www.luminus.org.uk

For a copy of this leaflet in large print, audio
cassette or in another language call 01480 428707
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For a copy of this document in large print, audio or in another 
language call 01480 428707 
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